
 

 

 

DHS Pre-AP Biology Summer Assignment 

 
 

Welcome to 9th grade Pre-AP Biology!  

Pre-AP Biology is an introductory science course taught to prepare students for the critical thinking and 

problem solving skills required in higher-level high school and college courses. We will study everything from 

the microscopic organelles of a cell to the complexity of living organisms!  The summer assignment will 

introduce you to some of the prefixes and suffixes used throughout all science courses.  You are expected to 

study the prefixes and suffixes over the summer so that you are prepared for the test over them on August 24, 

2018. 

The purpose of this assignment is to give students an opportunity to show that they are proactive and willing to 

put in the extra work and time into Pre-AP courses. What you get out of this class will be based solely on what 

you are willing to put into the class. The students who are most successful in this class and on the End of Course 

(EOC) exams are those students who are willing to work steadily throughout the summer, the school year and 

are willing to work independently. As your teachers, we expect our Pre-AP students to be prepared and well 

behaved during class so that we can concentrate on teaching and helping you get the most out of this course. If 

you come to class eager to learn, focused and prepared, we can promise that you will learn a great deal about 

Biology and have a good time in the process. 

We look forward to seeing you next school year!  

DHS Biology Department 
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Biology Prefixes and Suffixes 

Learning science vocabulary can feel like learning a different language, mainly because it is! The roots 
of most of these words are either Latin or Greek.   
 

Latin Roots 
1. a-/an-  not, without 
2. anti-  not, without 
3. auto-  self 
4. bi-  two 
5. bio-  life 
6. chlor-  green 
7. co-  together 
8. -cyte/cyto-  cell 
9. di-  two 
10. diplo-  double 
11. ecto-  outer 
12. en-/endo-  inner 
13. eu-  true 
14. ex-/exo-  outer, away from 
15. gamo-  jointed, united 
16. haplo-  single 
17. hetero-  other, different 
18. homo-  same 
19. hyper-  over, more, higher 
20. hypo-  under, less, lower 
21. inter-  between 
22. iso-  equal 
23. -itis  inflammation 
24. karyo-  nucleus 
25. lyso-/-lysis  break apart 
26. macro-  large 
27. micro-  small 
28. mono- one 
29. -ology  the study of 
30. photo-  light 
31. -phyll  leaf 
32. -ploid  having chromosomes 
33. poly-/multi-  many 
34. post-  after 
35. pre-/pro-  before 
36. pseudo-  false 
37. retro-  backwards 
38. semi-  half, part way 
39. stoma-  mouth, opening 
40. sym-  together, resembling 
41. -therm  heat 
42. -troph  nourishment, growth 
43. uni-  one 
44. zoo-  animal 
45. zyg-  joined, yolk 


